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THE BACK STORY 

The Unlikely Farmers  

In late 2015, a young couple landed in Mauritius. They had travelled many miles from 
tech-centric San Francisco and had left behind lucrative jobs and a world of creature 
comforts. The couple were travel-weary and ill, and they came to Mauritius to recuperate 
with the help of family. To aid in their recovery, the couple wanted to buy locally 
produced, affordable organic produce but had little luck. At the same time, they began 
hearing stories about the dangerous over-use of pesticides, the increasing cost of food, 
an undernourished population, and a younger generation increasingly disinterested in 
agribusiness.
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These unfortunate set of circumstances had 
one highly positive outcome: the couple—
we’ll call them The Unlikely Farmers—
decided to dedicate their time, energy, and 
financial resources to tackling these issues, 
and Farmcity was born. Their mission? To 
provide universal access to locally- and 
sustainably-grown produce in Mauritius, 
and to engage the public in an ongoing 
conversation about where and how our food 
is grown, who produces it, who sells it, who 
consumes it, and at what cost (we call this 
the “food system”).  


But Farmcity didn’t happen overnight. Many 
political, social, cultural and economic 
forces were at play that made the journey 
fraught with challenges and obstacles—
from a dysfunctional bureaucracy and political nepotism to an untrustworthy 
construction workforce and the monopolization of agribusiness. There was also the (not 
so insignificant) fact that The Unlikely Farmers had little knowledge of farming. Green 
thumbs they had none! Thus began a process of learning: testing theories; 
experimenting with different farming tools and methods; and partnering with, and 
learning from, like-minded individuals and organizations, wherever they could be found. 


The Unlikely Farmers also wanted to build a business 
that went beyond “business as usual”; they wanted to 
build a company that was socially conscious and 
based on a culture of innovation, integrity, inclusive 
collaboration, and holistic systems. All while being 
financially sustainable and capable of providing an 
equitable income! They soon realized that true change 
in the food system would require the participation of 
all members of society—institutions, communities, and 
individuals—and that education and engagement from 
the earliest age was key.


“Today, if you want 
to be a great 
company, think 
about what social 
problem you could 
solve” 

   - JACK MA
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THE AGRIPRENEURS’ CLUB 
What 

The tale of The Unlikely Farmers is the tale of two individuals with an “entrepreneurial 
mindset”—the ability to identify needs and opportunities, to solve complex problems, to 
think inquisitively, and to work collaboratively.  What if we told you that in every child 
there is an entrepreneur? That many of the challenges plaguing our food system today 
could very well be solved by an agripreneur - an entrepreneur who turns an agricultural 
challenge into an opportunity? In the Agripreneur’s Club, we expose children to new 
ways of thinking about complex issues and developing innovative solutions that are 
impactful and good to the core. And they get to learn from real entrepreneurs who have 
done it before. This program is ideal for junior youths between 10 - 15 years old. 

Why 

By 2050, there will be 10 billion people inhabiting our planet. That’s a lot of mouths to 
feed! Even today, there are 821 million people who are undernourished, food waste 
troubles the most developed nations, and there is growing global concern about 
nutrition-related chronic illnesses like diabetes, obesity, cancers and heart disease. The 
world desperately needs creative problem-solvers! The children of today will be the 
growers and the consumers of the future. If we can nurture young minds to start thinking 
about how to solve these challenges from an early age, we may be able to solve them in 
our lifetime.


Where 

Developing an entrepreneurial mindset can happen anywhere, at any time, but Farmcity 
makes it easier by bringing the learning and the fun to you. The lessons are designed to 
fit in a box (literally!) and we’ll bring our Agripreneurs' Club lesson kits to your school or 
your local community each week. 


When 

Cultivating an entrepreneurial mindset is a life-long endeavor and, while the 
Agripreneurs' Club runs for just 10 weeks, we’re confident that the experiences and 
skills imparted in the Club will stick with the young participants beyond that time-frame. 
Think of it as kick starting new habits of thought and action that will have far-reaching 
implications throughout the rest of their lives!
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WEEK 1                                   
IDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES 
Behind every thriving business was an opportunity 
seized. Ben and Jerry sold their first scoops of ice-
cream from a renovated gas station; Craigslist began as 
a way for its founder, Craig Newmark, to make new 
connections in an unfamiliar city; and The Unlikely 
Farmers saw an opportunity to establish Farmcity when 
they couldn’t find affordable, naturally-grown organic 
produce in Mauritius. Through several engaging activities, Agripreneurs' Club 
participants will learn how to identify needs and opportunities in their own communities 
and develop their business ideas into working prototypes. 


Learning Objectives: Listening skills - Observation skills - Identifying needs and opportunities


WEEK 2                              
SOLUTIONS WITH A POSITIVE 
IMPACT 
Not every business out there is a kind business. We want our Club participants to think 
about the social and environmental impact of their ideas and their actions: is the 
business filling a need, or a want? Is the business socially responsible? Is it 
environmentally responsible? Justice, truthfulness, integrity—these principles should be 
imbued in all aspects of enterprise, from the creation of ideas to their implementation 
and final results. As the young social entrepreneur Sharad Sagar once said, “[There are] 
three Ps that I can't sacrifice: Process, Purpose, and Principles”.


Learning Objectives: Power of discernment - Impact driven solutions


“In the middle 
  of difficulty lies  

   opportunity” 
  	  - ALBERT EINSTEIN
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WEEK 3                                 
FINANCIAL BUDGETING 
Contrary to conventional wisdom, profitability and positive impact are not mutually 
exclusive! While traveling in Argentina in 2006, Blake Mycoskie saw first-hand the 
hardships endured by children growing up without shoes. He developed his One for 
One® business model, a model that helps a person in need with every product 
purchased. Today, TOMS, Blake’s for-profit company, is now worth over US$600 million 
dollars and has provided over 86 million pairs of shoes to children, as well as providing 
other services to those in need. While we recognize the importance of profitability in 
business, we also want our Agripreneurs’ Club participants to think about the 
significance of ensuring all stakeholders receive a fair share of the profits. 


Learning Objectives: Basic business and financial terms - Understanding Fair Trade


WEEK 4                                               
THE MAGIC OF MAKING 
What’s the difference between a decent entrepreneur and an excellent one? A child’s 
imagination! Often the most successful entrepreneurs are those who approach their 
work with the creativity and curiosity of a child at play. Through interacting with 
technology, arts, and crafts, we bring to life the process of making. The Agripreneurs’ 
Club is where the magic of making happens!


Learning Objectives: Capability building - Creative thinking - Interacting with tech, arts, and crafts


WEEK 5                                          
BUILD A PROTOTYPE 
It is action, not merely words, that truly change the world. So, we get our AC 
participants translating their visions into action right away by building their very own 
business prototypes! 


Learning Objectives: Capability building - Creative thinking - Interacting with tech, arts, and crafts
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WEEK 6                                          
REFINE YOUR PROTOTYPE 
Build. Test. Refine. Repeat! There is no such 
thing as a perfect product from the get-go. 
Ever wondered how the ubiquitous WD-40 
product got it’s name? The scientists who 
created the popular spray got the formula 
right on the 40th try! Imagine if they had 
given up after the 39th attempt?! In the 
Agripreneurs’ Club, we ask participants to 
give constructive feedback on each 
prototype so that they can be made even better.


Learning Objectives: Capability building - Creative thinking - Giving kind, constructive feedback


WEEK 7                                   
TRUTHFUL MARKETING  
An idea doesn’t move from the fringes to the 
mainstream market simply because it’s good. 
All good ideas need skillful marketing. But 
marketing has become synonymous with false 
or exaggerated claims (buyer beware!). How 
many times have you been disappointed by a 
product or service that failed to live up to expectations? Answer: too numerous to count! 
In the Agripreneurs’ Club, we consider the effects of false advertising in today’s world, 
and explore the virtue of truthfulness in marketing.


Learning Objective: Basic marketing terms - Ethical marketing - Power of expression


“Truthfulness is the 
  foundation of all 
  human virtues” 

   - BAHA’U’LLAH    
    FOUNDER OF THE BAHA’I FAITH 

“The value of a 
  prototype is in the 
  education it gives 
  you, not in the code 
  itself.” 

  	  - ALAN COOPER                                               	
	     FATHER OF VISUAL BASIC
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WEEK 8                                                
MY FIRST CAMPAIGN  
This is where the rubber meets the road! Our agripreneurs put their truthful marketing 
skills to the test by creating an advertising campaign for their prototype. And let’s get 
creative! A poster? Sure. A skit? Go for it! A video? Absolutely.


Learning Objectives: Ethical marketing - Power of expression 


WEEK 9                                               
THE PRESENTATION PLAYBOOK 
If you’re an entrepreneur, presenting your ideas is an inescapable exercise. We know it 
can be nerve-wracking, no matter how many eyes are on you, and that’s ok! Even the 
best presenters get jittery nerves before they take the stage or make their pitch. But we 
have good news for you—presenting is a skill. Like moonwalking, or folding button-up 
shirts. The more you do it, the better you get at it. It’s all about practice! And in the 
Agripreneurs’ Club, our young Agripreneurs will have plenty of opportunities to practice 
their presentation skills. 


Learning Objectives: Presentation skills - Creating impact - Power of expression 


WEEK 10                                              
THE AGRIPRENEURS’ PITCH 
DAY 
Our Agripreneurs’ Club participants have spent nine weeks cultivating social 
entrepreneurship skills, developing a business idea, building a prototype, creating an 
advertisement campaign and practicing their presentations.  Pitch Day is a celebration of 
all that learning and hard work! The new Agripreneurs get to showcase their work to 
friends, family, and peers in a safe and supportive environment. And we get to send 
them off into the world to spread the entrepreneurial spirit! 


Week 10 Learning Objective: Presentation skills  


